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In brief

HIV pre-integrative latency results from

the persistence of unintegrated linear

DNA (ULD) that can be further integrated

into the host genome. Roux et al. develop

DUSQ to specifically quantify ULDs with

high sensitivity and show their

persistence in resting T cells for up to

3 months, depending on cell activation.
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MOTIVATION The persistence of ULDs in cells has been observed in several studies by indirect methods
and upon T cell activation at different time points post-infection in vitro. However, the detection and quan-
tification of integration competent processed (p)ULDs by existing molecular biology techniques remains
difficult due to their insufficient specificity and sensitivity. In this study, we developed an ultra-sensitive,
specific, and high-throughput technology for pULD quantification called DUSQ (DNA ultra-sensitive quan-
tification), which combines linker-mediated PCR with next-generation sequencing using molecular barco-
des and has a detection threshold of 1 copy per million cells.
SUMMARY
Unintegrated HIV DNA represents between 20% and 35% of the total viral DNA in infected patients. Only the
linear forms (unintegrated linear DNAs [ULDs]) can be substrates for integration and for the completion of a
full viral cycle. In quiescent cells, these ULDs may be responsible for pre-integrative latency. However, their
detection remains difficult due to the lack of specificity and sensitivity of existing techniques. We developed
an ultra-sensitive, specific, and high-throughput technology for ULD quantification called DUSQ (DNA ultra-
sensitive quantification) combining linker-mediated PCR and next-generation sequencing (NGS) using mo-
lecular barcodes. Studying cells with different activity levels, we determined that the ULD half-life goes up
to 11 days in resting CD4+ T cells. Finally, we were able to quantify ULDs in samples from patients infected
with HIV-1, providing a proof of concept for the use of DUSQ in vivo to track pre-integrative latency. DUSQ
can be adapted to the detection of other rare DNA molecules.
INTRODUCTION

The persistence of the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)

genome in cells is one of the major barriers to its eradication in

treated patients. After HIV entry into the cell, viral RNA is reverse

transcribed into a double-stranded DNA. In most cases, this viral

DNA will be integrated and will persist in the cell host genome,

thus forming the majority of the viral reservoir. However, uninte-

grated DNA can also be found either as linear or circular forms.

The latter (truncated or not) can harbor 1- or 2-long terminal

repeat (LTR; reviewed in Sloan and Wainberg1) and have very

low levels of transcription2–4 and no origin of replication. Due

to these properties, the only possible substrates for viral integra-

tion are the unintegrated linear forms. The viral integrase (IN) ho-
Cell
This is an open access article under the CC BY-N
motetramer interacts directly with both extremities of the com-

plete unintegrated linear DNA (ULD),5,6 forming the intasome.

This interaction rapidly leads to a 30 processing of the ULD due

to one of the catalytic activities of the IN. The processed ULD

(pULD), which harbors 50 AC overhangs, can be integrated into

the host genome by the IN strand transfer activity.6 pULD can

also be degradedmostly by DNA repair enzymes7 or circularized

by auto-integration, recombination, or host DNA repair

machinery.1

Several studies have focused on the role of ULDs in HIV

persistence. The addition of an IN strand transfer inhibitors

(INSTIs) modified the dynamics of viral load decay

compared with that seen with reverse-transcriptase inhibitors.

Indeed, patients treated with INSTI-based regimens reached
Reports Methods 3, 100443, April 24, 2023 ª 2023 The Authors. 1
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an undetectable viral load in 2–4 weeks after treatment initiation,

whereas those treated without INSTI reached it in 2–4months.8,9

Murray et al. suggested that this difference was due to the pres-

ence of integration and replication-competent ULDs in some

cells prior to treatment initiation, a phenomenon known as pre-

integrative latency. In patients treated without INSTI, these

ULDs could progressively integrate and lead to viral production

slowing down the viral load decay. This hypothesis was rein-

forced by the mathematical modeling of HIV RNA decay in pa-

tients treated with an INSTI-based regimen.10

Although initial studies showed that, in resting T cells, reverse

transcription did not reach completion,11,12 it was demonstrated

later on that the achievement of a full-length DNA is possible in

these cells but as a much slower process than in activated

T cells.13 However, in resting T cells, the integration step is in

fact quite rare,14 suggesting that pre-integrative latency results

from the infection of a cell while in a quiescent state.15 The

persistence of integration and replication-competent ULDs has

been observed several times indirectly by quantifying viral pro-

duction in resting T cells upon activation at different times

post-infection. These studies are, however, contradictory, as

some concluded that ULDs could no longer be integrated after

6 days post-infection,16,17 whereas others found that ULDs

could still be integrated after 14 or 21 days post-infection.18

This contradiction is probably due to the use of different exper-

imental approaches for cell activation or differences in cell

viability in vitro. The latter study also showed that the pre-inte-

gration complex (PIC) can be stable for several weeks in close

proximity with the centrosome.18 Moreover, ULDs have been

directly detected in vivo in untreated patients and in vitro in

several studies using linker-mediated (LM)-PCR associated

with southern blot13,19 or qPCR.20 The use of LM-PCR allowed

an estimation of ULD half-life in resting T cells of around 1 day.

These conflicting conclusions could originate from a lack of

sensitivity and specificity of the used methods to determine

pULD half-life. Indeed, the association of LM-PCR with southern

blot sensitivity was retrospectively estimated to be around 104

ULD copies/105 cells,20 and the one associated with qPCR re-

mains unclear. Therefore, the study of pULDs requires a new

quantification method that solves these issues.

In this study, we developed a new technology called DNA

ultra-sensitive quantification (DUSQ), which combines LM-

PCR, molecular barcoding, and the Illumina next-generation

sequencing (NGS) technology. This technology has a detection

threshold of 1 pULD copy per sample, and the sequencing

step allows the distinct detection and quantification of pULDs

and not unprocessed ULDs (uULDs). This increased sensitivity

and specificity obtained with DUSQ allowed us to determine

the pULD half-life in cell types with various metabolic activities

and activation states that were infected in vitro. We were also
Figure 1. DUSQ library preparation workflow

(A) Scheme of the DUSQ workflow. DNA is extracted by an organic phase metho

sequence (blue), a unique molecular identifier (N)12 (red), and a linker with a 50 GT

stranded DNA that is pre-amplified using a forward primer specific of the Illumina R

of amplification is performed using primers containing the other Illumina sequen

(B) Representative DNA size repartition of 96 samples pooled for sequencing at

upper markers (10,380 bp) are indicated. The library peak is around 520 bp, and
able to validate this technology to detect and quantify pULDs

in cells from patients infected with HIV-1.

RESULTS

Molecular basis of ULD quantification using DUSQ
After organic-phase DNA extraction, an LM-PCR is realized (Fig-

ure 1A). First, pULDs are ligated to a partially double-stranded

DNA adapter. It contains a double-stranded bridgewith a 50 phos-
phorylated GT overhang on the antisense strand, a 12-base-long

single strand composed of random nucleotides called the unique

molecular identifier (UMI), and the Illumina Read1 sequence. The

UMIs in the ligated adapters give our technology its capacity for

DNA ultra-sensitive quantification by acting as molecular barco-

des for each ligated pULD, allowing amplification for their detec-

tion. Indeed, the fact that the UMIs are 12 nucleotides longmeans

that there should be up to 412 different adapters present during the

ligation step, far over the expected number of pULDs in any

sample. The ligation is followed by a Klenow fragment repair,

resulting in a complete double-stranded DNA. A sizing based on

magnetic beads is performed after each of these steps to remove

the adapter excess and buffer salts.

A first amplification is done using a forward primer that binds

to the Illumina Read1 sequence (present in the adapter) and a

reverse primer that binds to a consensus sequence of the

HIV-1 50LTR (subtype B and circulating recombinant forms,

which are mostly found in France21). A second amplification us-

ing primers containing the complete Illumina adapter sequences

(including sample indexes, indexes 1 and 2) is performed. After

each amplification, the excess of primers is removed by a sizing

based on magnetic beads.

Library concentration is estimated by qPCR for each sample,

and a library pool is then prepared at a final concentration of

4 nM. The quality of the library pool is verified on a Bioanalyzer

chip (Figure 1B), allowing the visualization of a first peak around

415 bp corresponding to the first PCR round, a homogeneous

peak around 520 bp corresponding to the final library, and a

genomic DNA smear. Illumina sequencing in paired end is then

performed. The sequences are generated in Fastq files with

trimmed adapters therefore starting with the UMI in 50.

DUSQ analysis
For quantification, only the sequences that originate from 50 to 30

sequencing are used, following the algorithm described in Fig-

ure 2. Sequences are sorted according to their quality score,

and those with a Phred score below 20 are discarded. Simulta-

neously, the UMI of each sequence is trimmed and added at

the end of the sequence name using the Fastp tool.22 The

sequences thus obtained are then aligned by the Bowtie2 pro-

gram23 with the corresponding pULD reference sequence.
d and ligated to a partially double-stranded adapter containing Illumina Read 1

cohesive end (green). A reparation is performed to obtain a full-length double-

ead 1 sequence and a reverse primer specific to HIV-1 50 LTR. A second round

ces. Sequencing is accomplished using the MiSeq technology.

a concentration of 20 nM evaluated on a 2100 Bioanalyzer. Lower (35 bp) and

genomic DNA can be seen at higher molecular sizes.
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Figure 2. DUSQ analysis workflow

Complete algorithm of the DUSQ bioinformatics analysis workflow. After sequencing, the FastQ files are exported from the MiSeq platform with trimmed

adapters. The FastQ files are then preprocessed using the fastp tool,22 allowing quality filtering and UMI extraction. The output is then aligned on an HIV-1

reference sequence using the Bowtie223 tool, and the aligned sequences are filtered depending on their CIGAR string to store only the sequences that are

aligned on the first 22 bases (only pULDs) using BAMTools.24 Aligned sequences are then extracted for UMI filtering and counting using the UMI-tools dedu-

plicate25 (options that are not mentioned in the algorithm were disabled).
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These sequences contain the sense strand of the adapter bridge

in 50 (20 bases), an AC, and finally, the first 150 bases of the

50 LTR of the HIV-1 provirus strain used in the experiment or

characterizing the studied patient. To ensure the DUSQ speci-

ficity for pULD, a filter is applied to discard the sequences that

are not aligned on the 22 first bases according to their CIGAR

string.24 Indeed, as described previously,13 uULDs can be

ligated during LM-PCR (although with a lower efficiency20), and

as a consequence of the repair step following the ligation, these

molecules will harbor 2 successive ACs after the bridge

sequence and therefore will not correctly align on the first 22 ba-

ses. The UMIs of the aligned sequences are deduplicated by

UMI-tools deduplicate25 so that for each group of identical

UMIs, only one sequence is stored on a table as a BAM file.

Therefore, each line of the table corresponds to a different

UMI, and the lines can be counted using Samtools flagstat.26

In order to calculate the number of ULD copies contained in

each sample based on the number of UMIs obtained, a control

is required to establish a standard curve, which has been gener-

ated by serial dilutions of HIV-1-infected MT4R5 cells (sampled

8 h post-infection) in uninfected MT4R5 cells.
4 Cell Reports Methods 3, 100443, April 24, 2023
Sensitivity and specificity of DUSQ
Ultra-deep sequencing and deduplication of UMI implies the

possibility of UMI collision, i.e., the fact that 2 different

molecules harbor the same UMI sequence, and thus requires

a sufficient UMI length so that the number of possible UMIs

exceeds the number of target molecules.27,28 To make sure

that a UMI length of 12 nucleotides was suitable for DUSQ,

we verified the base repartition after sequencing for all sam-

ples and found a probability of around 25% for each nucleo-

tide at each position (Figure 3A), reflecting the absence of

UMI collision.

In order to determine the quantification thresholds of our tech-

nology, we performed serial dilutions of HIV-1-infected MT4R5

cells (sampled 8 h post-infection) in uninfected MT4R5 cells

and quantified pULDs in 14 replicates of each dilution using

DUSQ. The absolute pULD copy number for the undiluted points

was determined by qPCR to set the first theoretical copy number

on the curve. We observed that no UMI was detected in samples

in which there were no pULDs and estimated the DUSQ quanti-

fication threshold as 1 pULD copy per million cells (Figure 3B). In

order to establish a standard curve for DUSQ, we performed a
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Figure 3. Sensitivity and reproducibility of DUSQ

(A) Representative sequence logo of the probability of finding each nucleotide at each of the 12 positions of the UMIs. These data were generated by Sequence

Logo Generator29 from the sequences issued from MDMs sampled 7 days post-infection after UMI filtering (156,136 reads).

(B) Determination of the DUSQ quantification threshold on serial dilutions of HIV-1-infected MT4R5 cells in uninfected MT4R5 cells. Mean ± SD of n = 14

replicates is represented. The linear fitness is represented by the dotted line with its 95% confidence interval. The linear fitness coefficient R2 and its

p value are indicated.

(C) Reproducibility of pULD quantification byDUSQ.MT4R5 cells were treatedwith dolutegravir 2 h pre-infection and infected by NL-4.3 during 24 h. Three DUSQ

quantifications were performed on each of n = 3 independent ligations. Each dot represents a DUSQ quantification, and the mean ± SD is represented. All the

quantifications gave data within a 2-fold range, and no significant difference was observed between the 3 ligations (p values are indicated, unpaired two-tailed

t test).
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linear regression (R2 = 0.96; p = 0.02), which allowed for the

quantification of pULDs in in vitro and in vivo samples.

DUSQ reproducibility was assessed on MT4R5 cells pre-

treated with an INSTI (dolutegravir [DTG]) and infected with

HIV-1 NL-4.3 strain for 24 h. Three independent ligations

were performed, and DUSQ quantification was done in tripli-

cate on each of these (Figure 3C). We did not observe any sig-

nificant differences between each experiment, and the 9 values

obtained in this experiment clustered within a 2-fold range

(mean of 14,166.7 pULD copies/105 cells; SD ± 895; IC95%

[10,087; 19,563]) reflecting a high reproducibility of our pULD

quantification technology.

Proof of concept for ULD quantification using DUSQ
It is likely that pULD stability depends, at least partially, on the

state of quiescence of the host cell. In order to study this

concept, we determined the pULD half-life in cell culture models

with various levels of quiescence. Cells were pre-treated with an

INSTI (DTG) 2 h before infection to allow accumulation of pULDs.

A reverse-transcriptase inhibitor (nevirapine [NVP]) was then
added 1 or 5 days post-infection (depending on the cell type)

to inhibit new rounds of infection, thus allowing us to follow

one pool of pULDs through time.

To make sure that cells were infected and that the pULDs had

been synthesized, we quantified 2LTR circles by qPCR (Figure 4,

left panels). The quantification of pULDs was then performed by

DUSQ, and their half-lives were calculated by non-linear regres-

sion (Figure 4, middle and right panels).

We first used a T cell line (MT4R5) as a model of highly acti-

vated cells (Figure 4A). In order to avoid pULD dilution by cell

proliferation, the latter was abolished by gamma irradiation prior

to infection (Figure S1A). As seenwith the 2LTR circles levels, the

infectivity was not hindered by the irradiation. In this model, we

determined a pULD half-life of 0.5 days (r2 = 0.98; IC95%

[0.4; 0.6]).

We then used monocyte-derived macrophages (MDMs; Fig-

ure S1B) from two different healthy donors (Figure 4B) as amodel

for moderate cell activity. A pre-treatment with viral-like particles

containing the SIVmac251 Vpx30 protein allowed a very high

level of infection, as shown by the 2LTR circle level. Although
Cell Reports Methods 3, 100443, April 24, 2023 5
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Figure 4. In vitro determination of pULDs half-life in MT4R5 cells, macrophages, and resting CD4+ T cells

Quantification of 2LTR circles (left panel) and pULDs (middle and right panels) over time post-infection by (A) NL-4.3 in MT4R5 cell line (squares), (B) NL-AD8 in

monocyte-derived macrophages from 2 different healthy donors (diamonds and crosses), and (C) NL-4.3 in resting CD4+ T cells from 2 different healthy donors

(circles and triangles; empty symbols represent the pULD quantification before the addition of NVP; the 2LTR quantification could not be determined for the

second experiment). Mean ± SD of n = 3 independent replicates is represented. pULD half-life has been determined using a one-phase decay non-linear

regression; the goodness of the fit is indicated with the r2 coefficient and the half-life IC95% is indicated.
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the infection rate seems to be higher in MDMs than in MT4R5

cells, it is difficult to compare them due to the use of different vi-

rus strains, with the R5 tropism of the strain used on MDMs (NL-

AD8) being more adapted to this cell type. In this model, we

determined a pULD half-life of 3.1 days (Figure 4B, middle panel;

r2 = 0.53; IC95% [0.8; +N[) and 2.4 days (Figure 4B, right panel;

r2 = 0.55; IC95% [0.8; +N[).

Finally, we examined the pULD half-life in resting CD4+ T cells,

defined as CD4+CD25�CD69�HLA-DR� cells purified from pe-

ripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) from two different

healthy donors (Figure 4C). They were cultured in the presence

of interleukin-7 (IL-7) to promote long-term survival and to

enhance the infectivity of HIV-131 without affecting their resting

state (Figures S1C and S2). The infection rate of these cells was

similar to that observed in MT4R5 cells but with a 1 day delay in

time. This observation is consistent with the fact that reverse tran-

scription is slower in quiescent cells, as previously described.13

Interestingly, the pULD half-lives determined for these cells were

11.1 (Figure 4C, middle panel; r2 = 0.36; IC95% [1.4; +N[) and

5.6 days (Figure 4C, right panel; r2 = 0.53 IC95%[1.8; +N[).
6 Cell Reports Methods 3, 100443, April 24, 2023
Therefore, DUSQ allowed us to demonstrate that the pULD

half-life in resting T cells is up to 20-fold higher than in MT4R5s

and up to 4-fold higher than in MDMs.

Finally, to assess DUSQ suitability for pULD quantification in

cells from patients infected with HIV-1, DNA was extracted

fromPBMCs and/or spleenmononuclear cells (SMCs) from 6 un-

treated patients chronically infected with HIV-1 (Figure 5). In

these samples, pULDswere not detected using LM-PCR associ-

ated with qPCR (data not shown). Interestingly, using DUSQ,

pULDs were detectable in all samples, showing a pULD level

of 49.9 in PBMCs (SEM ± 34.3) and 423.9 in SMCs (SEM ± 357).

DISCUSSION

Although integration is essential for virus replication in the cell, it

does not always occur following reverse transcription of the viral

genome. Indeed, a significant proportion of viral DNA found in

cells is in a non-integrated form: 35% of total DNA in untreated

patients and 20% of total DNA in treated patients with undetect-

able viremia.32 Several studies have demonstrated the ability of



Figure 5. In vivo quantification of pULDs in splenocytes and blood of

patients chronically infected with HIV-1

Quantification of pULDs in PBMCs or SMCs of 6 patients chronically infected

with HIV-1.Mean ±SEMof n = 3 (patients #1, #2, 3, and #4) or n = 8 (patients #5

and #6) independent replicates is represented.
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quiescent cells that do not contain integrated DNA to produce vi-

rus upon activation.14,16–18 This observation can only be ex-

plained by the pre-integrative latency phenomenon, i.e., the abil-

ity of ULD to remain in the quiescent cell in the pre-integrated

state and then to integrate and be expressed upon cell activa-

tion. To this day, the direct study of this phenomenon by the

detection and quantification of pULDs remains difficult due to

the lack of sensitivity and specificity of existing methods such

as LM-PCR combined with southern blot or qPCR.13,20

In this study, we developed an ultra-sensitive, specific, and

high-throughput technology for pULD quantification, DUSQ,

which combines LM-PCR with NGS through the use of UMIs

as molecular barcodes. To avoid any risk of collision

during the deduplication of the PCR amplicons, we chose

12-nucleotide-long UMIs. In addition, sequencing allows us to

differentiate uULDs from pULDs and therefore ensures the

high specificity of DUSQ in regard to pULDs. Indeed, a uULD

could be ligated to an adapter even though it has a blunt end

in 50, as observed previously.13 However, ligated uULDs will

present an ACAC sequence at the junction with the bridge

due to the addition and the repair of the single-stranded GT

of the linker and thus cannot be aligned with the reference

sequence. In terms of sensitivity, DUSQ can detect as few as

1 copy of pULD per million cells. Moreover, the use of Illumina

NGS allows a high throughput due to an extremely large library

of potential indexes and the different sequencing depths

available.

These properties of DUSQ allowed us to determine, in different

cell types and according to their metabolic activity, the half-life of

pULDs. Indeed, the persistence of pULDs in the cell depends on
the impossibility of their integration in quiescent cells14 and can

be hindered by their circularization or their degradation. Thus, by

mimicking the impossibility of integration by using an INSTI in our

experiments, we were able to observe in a highly active cell line

(MT4R5) in which proliferation had been abolished a pULD half-

life of 0.5 days. In the organism, tissue-resident macrophages

represent an important reservoir33–37 and could also participate

in pre-integrative latency. In our experiments, we demonstrated

that the half-life of pULDs in MDMs was 5-fold longer than that

observed in MT4R5s, demonstrating the ability of MDM cells to

host this particular latency. CD4+ T cells are the major target of

HIV-1 infection, and their resting counterparts are the most likely

to harbor long-term pre-integrative latency. In our experimental

system, we were able to observe a half-life of pULDs in these

cells up to 11 days, almost 4- and 20-fold longer than in MDMs

and in the T cell line, respectively. This observation is consistent

with previous studies where the induction of integration by

resting T cell activation allowed viral production beyond 14 or

even 21 days post-infection.14,18 These results imply the fact

that pre-integrative latency is not only a result of limited integra-

tion in quiescent cells. Indeed, when integration is inhibited

in highly active cells, pULD half-life is still much shorter than in

quiescent cells, suggesting that cell activity may play a role in

their circularization and degradation and therefore in their

persistence.

Finally, wewere able to detect and quantify pULDs inmononu-

clear cells from blood and spleen samples from patients chron-

ically infected with HIV-1. Although we cannot determine

whether the pULDs we saw in these specimens belong to pre-

integrative latency or simply originate from recent reverse

transcription due to the lack of treatment in these patients, these

results provide a proof of concept for the capacity of DUSQ to

quantify pULDs in patient samples, allowing to use such a tech-

nology to track pre-integrative latency in future cohorts. Thus,

DUSQ could be used to determine whether the second slope

of viral load decay observed in patients initiating antiretroviral

therapy without INSTI9,10 would indeed be due to pre-integrative

latency.

The DUSQ technology will allow a better understanding of the

role of pre-integrative latency in viral DNA persistence and reser-

voir. Moreover, using DUSQ for the study of pULD dynamics

within the infected cell could bring new insights into the early

stages of the HIV viral cycle such as reverse transcription effi-

ciency, capsid integrity, or nuclear import. Finally, DUSQ can

also be easily adapted to the detection of any other rare DNA

molecules that are not easily quantifiable by existing molecular

biology techniques.

Limitations of the study
As a proof of concept for the use of DUSQ to quantify pULDs in

patients, we included blood and spleen samples from patients

who were untreated and chronically infected with HIV-1. Virolog-

ical data were not available for these historical samples. Howev-

er, they were taken from patients splenectomized for HIV-related

disease, suggesting a poor virological control and an active viral

replication. In order to assess pre-integrative latency in patients,

it could be important to include patients on long-term antiretro-

viral therapy.
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Jacques

Dutrieux (jacques.dutrieux@inserm.fr).

Materials availability
This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability
d Data availability: data reported in this paper will be shared by the lead contact upon request.

d Code availability: This paper does not report original code.

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Human participants and samples
Healthy blood was obtained from two donors from the Etablissement Français du Sang under convention number 18/EFS/30.

Six french male patients (age unknown) chronically infected with HIV-1, were included in this study. They were sampled at the

Hôpital Saint-Louis (Paris France) between 1992 and 1996. They were untreated and their thrombocytopenia required a splenec-

tomy. At sampling time, the French legislation neither required ethical approval nor inform consent for sample considered as surgical

waste.

Cell lines and primary cell cultures
MT4-R539 cells, resting LT-CD4+ and MDM were cultivated in Roswell Park Memorial Institute medium (RPMI, Gibco) containing

GlutaMAX supplemented with 10% Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS, Gibco), penicillin (100U/mL, Gibco) and streptomycin (100mg/mL,

Gibco), 20 ng/mL human IL-7 (for resting LT-CD4+ cells, Miltenyi Biotec) and 50 ng/mL M-CSF (for MDM, Miltenyi Biotech).

HEK-293T (ATCC) and HeLa TzmBL (NIH AIDS Reagent) cells were cultivated in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM, Gibco)

containing GlutaMAX supplemented with 10% Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS, Gibco), penicillin (100U/mL) and streptomycin (100mg/mL).

METHOD DETAILS

Cell isolation and differentiation
Peripheral blood mononuclear cells were purified by centrifugation at 1000g during 20 min at room temperature on Ficoll Paque Plus

(GEHealthcare). The PBMC layer was collected and underwent 3 washes in PBS (5min centrifugations at 600 g at room temperature).
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Resting CD4+ T cell (CD4+CD69�CD25�HLA-DR-) were isolated by magnetic bead separation (EasySep Human Resting CD4+

T cell Isolation Kit, Stemcell), according to the manufacturer protocol.

For MDM differentiation, PBMC were seeded at a concentration of 1.107cells/mL and incubated at 37�C during 3h. Adherent cells

were recovered and seeded at a concentration of 2.105cells/mL in presence of 50 ng/mL of M-CSF during 7 days.

Viral productions
5.106 HEK 293T cells were seeded 24h before transfection in a 10cm diameter Petri dish with, in 10mL of complete DMEM. 2 h before

transfection, the medium was replaced.

500mL of a mix containing 30mg plasmids mix (pNL4-3 plasmid (NIH AIDS Reagent Program); 30mg pNL-(AD8) plasmid (NIH AIDS

Reagent); 20mg of pSIV3+ plasmid (provided by Dr A. Cimarelli) and 10mg of pVSV-G plasmid (addgene)) and 250mM of CaCl2 was

added slowly and under agitation to 500mL of 2X HEPES Buffer Saline (HBS, Sigma Aldrich). After a 30min incubation at room tem-

perature, 1mL of the mix was added drop by drop to the Petri dish, which was then placed 24 h at 37�C.
The mediumwas removed and the excess was eliminated by dilution with 1X Phosphate Buffer Saline (D-PBS, Gibco). D-PBS was

removed and replaced with 5mL of medium without FBS and cells were placed 24 h at 37�C.
The supernatant was collected and centrifuged at 1000g for 5min. It was then filtered at 0.45mm and treated with Benzonase

(250U/mL, Merck Millipore) for 30 min at 37�C. The viral production was aliquoted and stored at �80�C for NL4.3 and NL-AD8.

For Vpx containing VLP, viral particles were concentrated by ultracentrifugation on a 20% sucrose cushion at 82000g for 2h at

4�C. The viral pellet was resuspended in D-PBS and stored at �80�C.
Viral concentration was estimated using Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA) of p24 protein (Lenti-X p24 Rapid Titer kit,

Takara Bio), following themanufacturer’s protocol. The infectious dose 50 (ID50) of each virus was determined by serial dilution of the

viruses on reporter cell line HeLa TzmBL and b-galactosidase activity was determined 24h post-infection using b-galactosidase

enzyme assay (Promega) according to the manufacturer protocol.

In vitro cell infection and treatment
Cells were pre-treated 2h prior infection with 5mMDolutegravir (DTG, Selleckchem) and, for MDM with 200ngp27/mL of Vpx contain-

ing VLP. MT4-R5 cells were infected with 1 ID50/mL of the NL-4.3 viral strain, resting LT-CD4+ cells with 5 ID50/mL of the NL-4.3 viral

strain and MDM with 1 ID50/mL of the NL-AD8 viral strain. 10mM Nevirapine (NVP, Selleckchem) was added 1 day (for MT4R5 and

MDM) or 5 days (for resting LT-CD4+). Medium was replaced every day of the experiment.

Flow cytometry staining
Resting LT-CD4+were stained with CellTrace CFSE (Invitrogen) according to themanufacturer’s protocol and cultured in presence of

human IL-7 (20 ng/mL, Miltenyi Biotec) or activated with anti-CD3/CD28 beads (Thermo Scientific). Cells were sampled at different

time points post-culture, washed in D-PBS by 5min centrifugation at 4 �C at 600g and stained for viability using the Fixable Live/Dead

Aqua reagent (Thermo Scientific) according to the manufacturer protocol. Cells were then washed and stained with anti-CD4-PE-

Vio770, anti-CD25-APC, anti-CD69-APC-Vio770 and anti-HLA-DR-VioBlue (Miltenyi Biotec) according to themanufacturer protocol.

Acquisition was performed using a BD LSRII flow cytometer (Becton Dickinson). Results were analyzed using the FlowJo v10 Soft-

ware (BD Biosciences).

Immunofluorescence staining
MDMswere differentiated on a 18mm glass cover slide in presence of 50 ng/mL of M-CSF (Miltenyi Biotec) during 1 week. Cells were

then fixated 5min using cold Methanol. Free aldehyde groups were quenched using 50mM NH4Cl for 15min and slides were then

saturated in PBS containing 5% BSA (Sigma Aldrich) and 10% Normal Goat Serum (Sigma Aldrich) for 30min. Primary antibodies

were incubated overnight at 4�C (anti-CD14 (UCHM-1, Millipore), anti-MAC387 (ABD Serotec)). Slides were washed 5min 3 times

in PBS containing 0.5% Tween 20 and secondary antibodies (anti-IgG2a Alexa Fluor 488, anti-IgG1 Alexa Fluor 546, Thermo Scien-

tific) were added and incubated 2h at room temperature. Slides were washed and nucleus were stained by DAPI (Sigma Aldrich)

before mounting using Fluoromont G (Southern Biotechnology). 88 fields were acquired using a Lamina slide scanner (Perkin Elmer)

and were analyzed using the Fiji Software.

DNA extraction
Cells were lysed for 1h at 56�C in lysis buffer (Tris-HCl pH 8.0 10mM (Sigma Aldrich), EDTA 10mM (Sigma Aldrich); SDS 0.5% (Sigma

Aldrich); Proteinase K 200mg/mL (Qiagen); RNase A 200mg/mL (Roche)). 1 volume of pH 8.6 equilibrated phenol (Sigma Aldrich) was

added to the lysate, homogenized by agitation for 15s then centrifuged at 13000g for 20 min at 15�C. The upper aqueous phase was

collected and 1/2 volume of pH 8.5 buffered phenol and 1/2 volume of chloroform containing isoamyl alcohol (1:24, Sigma Aldrich)

were added, mixed and centrifuged as previously. The upper aqueous phase was collected and 1 volume of chloroform containing

isoamyl alcohol (1:24, Sigma Aldrich) was added, mixed and centrifuged again. The upper aqueous phase was collected, 1/10th

volume of 3M acetate sodium and 2 volumes of ethanol were added. The mix was homogenized by inversion then centrifuged at

13000g for 40 min at 4�C. The supernatant was discarded and the DNA pellet was resuspended in 70% ethanol and centrifuged

for 10 min at 13000 g at 4�C. The supernatant was discarded and the DNA pellet was dried then resuspended in 50mL of Low
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EDTA TE (Tris Base 10mM, EDTA 0.1mM, Swift Biosciences). DNA was then quantified by either a Nanodrop or a Qubit 3.0 Fluorom-

eter following the manufacturer protocol for Broad Range Double Stranded DNA quantification.

Adapter hybridization
Primers « Linker 1 » and « Linker 2 » (sequences in Table S1) were added in equal volumes, each at a concentration of 50mM, then

hybridized according to the following program: 5 min at 95�C, 10 min at 25�C with a temperature decrease of 0.1 �C/s.

Ligation and repair
The adapter was added to 400ng of DNA sample, at a concentration of 50nM, in a total volume of 15mL. 5mL of ligation solution (2mL

10X T4 DNA Ligase Buffer, 2mL 50% PEG4000, 0.4U T4 DNA Ligase, H2O to 5mL, Thermo Scientific) was added and ligation was

performed according to the following program: 1h at 22�C, 10 min at 65�C.
Non ligated adapters and ligation buffer were eliminated by magnetic sorting: magnetic beads (SPRI Select, Beckman Coulter)

were added to the samples with a ratio of 1.2. After a 5min incubation at room temperature, samples were placed on a magnetic

rack for 5min and the supernatant was discarded. Samples underwent two washes of 30s in 80% ethanol freshly prepared. Samples

were removed from the magnetic rack and pellets were resuspended in a repair solution (2mL 10X Klenow Buffer, 0.5mM dNTP, 5U

Klenow Fragment, H2O to 20mL, Thermo Scientific). Repair was performed according to the following program: 15 min at 37�C,
10 min at 75�C.
Repair buffer was eliminated by magnetic sorting: PEG NaCl solution (Swift Biosciences) was added to the samples with a ratio of

1.2. After a 5min incubation at room temperature, samples were placed on a magnetic rack for 5min, then the supernatant was dis-

carded. Samples underwent two washes: 30s in freshly prepared 80% ethanol. Sample pellets were then dried at room temperature,

removed from the magnetic rack and resuspended in 20 mL TE Low EDTA (Tris Base 10mM, EDTA 0.1mM, Swift Biosciences).

Samples were incubated 5 min at room temperature then placed on the magnetic rack for 5min. Supernatants were collected in

new tubes.

Nested qPCR – Quantification of ULD and 2LTR circles by qPCR
5mL of repaired ligation product was added to 45mL of PCR mix containing 0,5mL of each primer (ULD OUT Rev/ULD OUT Fwd or

2LTR OUT Rev/2LTR OUT Fwd and CD3 OUT Rev/CD3 OUT Fwd; sequences in Table S1) at 100mM, and 2X Phusion HF Master

Mix (Thermo Scientific), H2O up to 45mL. The PCR was performed according to the following program: 30 s at 98�C then 21 cycles

of 30 s at 98�C, 30 s at 58�C, and 30 s at 72�C.
PCR product was diluted (1:100), and 5mL of diluted PCR product was added to 15mL of qPCR mix containing 1mL of each primer

(ULD IN Rev/ULD IN Fwd or 2LTR IN Rev/2LTR IN Fwd and CD3 IN Rev/CD3 IN Fwd) at 100mM, 0,2mL of each probe (ULD Probe or

2LTR probe and CD3 Probe) at 10mM, and 2X ProbeMaster Mix (Roche), H2O up to 15mL. The qPCRwas performed according to the

following program: 10 min at 95�C, then 45 cycles of 15 s at 95�C and 1 min at 60�C. Fluorescence was read after each cycle. Plas-

mids harboring a single copy of CD3g and ULD amplicons were used to generate standard curves.

Nested PCR
20mL of repaired ligation product was added to 30mL of PCR mix containing 0,5mL of each primer (ULD OUT Rev, ULD OUT Fwd;

sequences in Table S1) at 100mM, and 2X Phusion HFMaster Mix (Thermo Scientific), H2O to 30mL. The PCRwas performed accord-

ing to the following program: 30 s at 98�C then 35 cycles of 30 s at 98�C, 30 s at 58�Cand 30 s at 72�C. PCRbuffer and excess primers

were eliminated by magnetic sorting following the protocol explained in the ‘‘ligation’’ section using a beads ratio of 0.8.

PCR product (20mL) was added to 25mL of 2X Phusion Master Mix (Thermo Scientific). Each sample received its own pair of primer

(2,5mL of D50x and 2,5mL D7xx; sequences in Table S1), at 2mM. The PCRwas performed according to the following program: 30 s at

98�C then 16 cycles of 30 s at 98�C, 30 s at 58�C and 30 s at 72�C.
PCR buffer and excess primers were eliminated bymagnetic sorting following the protocol explained in the ‘‘ligation’’ section using

a beads ratio of 0.8.

Library pool preparation and sequencing
The concentration of each library sample was determined using the KAPA Library Quantification Kit (Roche Sequencing Solutions).

Each library sample was diluted to a concentration of 2nM and 5mL of each dilution was added to the library pool. The pool underwent

a quality check using a Bioanalyzer High Sensitivity DNA Analysis (Agilent Technologies).

Library pool was loaded on a MiSeq Reagent Kit v2 (300-cycles, Illumina) and sequenced in a double 150 cycle paired-end run.

Collected reads were exported in Fastq format after processing with the Aozan software41 and analyzed using the Galaxy Europe

server.38

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

All data are presented as mean ± SD except on Figure 5 where they are presented as mean ± SEM of n replicated experiment as

indicated in the figure legends. Unpaired two-tail t test, linear regression and one phase decay non-linear regression were performed
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using Graphpad Prism 6 Software. Linear regression is represented as a dotted line with its 95% confidence interval; R2 and p of the

regression are indicated on the figure. For Unpaired two-tail t test p value is indicated on the figure. One phase decay non-linear

regression are indicated as dotted line on the figure; half-life (t1/2), goodness of the fit (r2) and 95% confidence interval (IC95%)

are indicated on the figure.
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